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Wish to prepare a mesoscale mechanical resonator
in a quantum superposition state and then watch it
become classical.

[M.D. LaHaye et al., Science 304, 74 (2004)]  

Few tens of MHz

Few tens of mK

Environmental decoherence at mK temperatures: two level
systems, phonon radiation into supports,….



Use superconducting qubit to drive and probe
mechanical resonator in a superposition state

[A.D. Armour, M.P.B. & K.C. Schwab, PRL 88, 148301 (2002)]
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But charge basis states strongly affected by
environment noise.
Instead use charge degenerate basis states:
[E. Buks and M.P.B., PRB 74,174504 (2006)]

Resulting (dispersive) qubit-resonator Hamiltonian:

•Qubit basis states shift oscillator frequency

•Qubit-resonator interaction strength is second
order in electro-mechanical coupling λ:

Observed in LaHaye et
al., Nature ‘09



[A.D. Armour and M.P.B, New J. Phys. 10, 095004 (2008); M.P.B. and A.D.
Armour, New  J. Phys. 10, 095005 (2008)]

Evolution of mechanical resonator assuming coherent state
(for simplicity)

Initial qubit state:

Apply a π-pulse



Evolution of mechanical resonator initially in displaced
thermal state

Initial qubit state:

Apply a π-pulse
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Probability of qubit to be in      state vs time 

No oscillator

T=0 K

T=20 mK

No oscillator dissipation (dashed)

With oscillator dissipation (solid)
π pulse



Coplanar waveguide-based realization of scheme  
Centre conductor dc bias: necessary
for
•Strongly coupling Cooper pair box
(CPB) to mechanical resonator
• MHz ac driving of mechanical
resonator→displaced thermal state

Mechanical resonator (forms part of CPB island)



“Warm-up” investigation: quantum versus classical
dynamics of a strongly nonlinear, low noise cavity-
Cooper pair transistor system (no mechanical resonator)

Cooper pair transistor (CPT)

Single microwave mode equivalent circuit



Mechanical equivalent: oscillator-driven pendulum
system

Have slow, massive oscillator (cavity mode: phase
coord. γ+) interacting with fast, low mass pendulum
(CPT: phase γ-, charge                      coords.).



Drive frequency ωd tuned by varying
external dc bias Vdc . No external rf drive
required (self-oscillating via ac Josephson
effect)⇒low noise.



Example strobe plot

Damping/noise on oscillator (cavity mode) only;

Find coexisting chaotic (red) and aperiodic (blue) attractors:

3D projection

2D projection



Quantum dynamics (in progress):
•Complementary viewpoints: cavity mode photons interact with
Cooper pair current in transistor ↔ oscillator coupled to driven
pendulum.

•Classical and quantum dynamics sensitive to type of environment
(cavity loss, gate voltage noise on CPT etc).

• Quantum phase space description/visualization for pendulum
coordinate (particle on a circle): appropriate Wigner/Husimi
representation.

•Conditions for approximate emergence of classical dynamics
from quantum dynamics [Katz et al., PRL ‘07].

•Possible quantum dynamics [quantum activation (Dykman, PRE
‘07), tunneling between aperiodic attractors through chaotic ‘sea’
etc].



Another possible path towards demonstrating
quantum signatures of macroscopic mechanical
resonator?

rf-quantum point contact
piezoelectrically coupled to
mechanical resonator (host
GaAs crystal)

[J. Stettenheim et al., Nature 466, 86 (2010)]  



Tunneling current shot noise found to be strongly
frequency dependent

[J. Stettenheim et al., Nature 466, 86 (2010)]  



~104 e dipolar charge fluctuations due to
electrons tunneling through point contact
barrier causes ~ 50 nm amplitude vibrations of
mm3 host crystal.

Mass equivalent to jumping flea causing Mt.
Everest to sway by a few metres.



Model Hamiltonian:



Born-Markov approximated classical master equation:



Can a quantum flea induce quantum behaviour in
Everest?

Smaller, higher Q resonators: quantum signatures
in the QPC current noise?
[Bennett and Clerk, PRB ‘08]


